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Reporting of nitrogen-isotope abundances 
(Tech n ica I Report) 

Abstract - To eliminate possible confusion in the reporting of nitrogen-isotope analyses, the 
Commission on Atomic Weights and Isotopic Abundances recommends that the value 272 be 
employed for the 14N/”N value of N2 in air for calculating atom percent ”N from measured 
6l’N values. 

C O M M E N T  

Nitrogen isotope-ratio analyses generally are expressed either in atom percent ”N or in parts per thousand 
(%o) difference from atmospheric nitrogen gas. Thus, for a sample x 

r 1 

615N (in %O ) = 1OOO. 

Junk and Svec (58JUNl) found 14N/l’N = 272.0k0.3 in atmospheric nitrogen. The IUPAC report titled 
“ISOTOPIC COMPOSITIONS OF THE ELEMENTS 1983” (84CAW2) rounds the Junk and Svec data 
and reports, as the best measurement from a single natural source, values of 99.634k0.001 and 
0.366k0.001 atom percent for 14N and for ”N, corresponding to 14N/”N = 272.22. The difference 
between the two sets of values corresponds to a 6l’N difference of 0.8%0, which is about 10 times the 
measurement precision of many stable-isotope laboratories and may be at least as many times the natural 
variation of atmospheric N2 (83MARl). 

When converting from isotope ratios to delta values and vice versa, some workers have accepted the 
IUPAC-recommended isotopic abundances, whereas others have relied on the original isotopic values 
reported by Junk and Svec for atmospheric N2. When reporting data, authors sometimes fail to state 
which of these two values they used. Discrepancies may be compounded if atom percent ”N data derived 
from 6l’N data using one convention are converted back to 6l’N values using the other convention in a 
later publication. 

The basis of the problem is the well known fact that the precision of relative isotope abundance 
measurements generally is much better than the accuracy of absolute abundance determinations. 
However, until such time as the determination of absolute abundances of nitrogen improves, there is a 
need for consistent reporting of data. Therefore, the Commission recommends that “The value of 272 
be employed for 14N/”N of N2 in air for the calculation of atom percent ”N from measured 6l’N values. 

The reader should note that if all nitrogen isotopic abundances were measured and reported as 6l’N values 
with respect to air, the problem would be eliminated. 
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